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Abstract—The stop watch is used to measure the time required 

for a certain event. This is different from normal clocks in many 
ways, one of which is the accuracy of time. The stop watch requires 
much more accuracy than the normal clocks. In this paper, an 
ATmega8535 microcontroller was used to control the stop watch, by 
which perfect accuracy can be ensured. For compiling the C code and 
for loading the compiled .hex file into the microcontroller, AVR 
studio and PonyProg were used respectively. The stop watch is also 
different from traditional stop watches, as it contains two different 
timing modes namely ‘Split timing’ and ‘Lap timing’. 
 

Keywords—Stop Watch, Microcontroller, Split timing, Lap 
timing, LCD. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the stop watch system 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ROM time immemorial, people are trying to measure time. 
Once, people anticipated about time by the position of the 

Sun, the Moon and the other stars in the sky. Then one day, 
the first clock was built. That time, clocks were sundial clocks. 
Then the evolution went on, mechanical clock, analog 
electronic clock, digital electronic clock etc. were invented 
time to time. The history of clock is as old as that of mankind. 
And the history of stop watch is also not very new. 

When people understood the importance of measuring time 
in their day to day life, they understood the importance of 
measuring a certain amount of time as well, i.e. the time 
required to do a certain thing. For example, the time a person 
takes to win a race or a swimming competition. And to 
measure the certain period of time, the sand clock was built, 
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which could measure an hour. Then people tried to measure 
minutes, seconds and also fractions of seconds. The more 
accurate measurement of time, the faster the human race 
would be. That is why the research on stop watch is a very 
important one in the history of technology, so that we can 
measure time exactly, with a cent percent accuracy. 

Like the clock or watch, stop watch was also developed 
mechanically first. Then the electronic technology was 
introduced. And nowadays, the embedded system is always 
there to make our life easier. Like all the electronic devices, 
stop watches can also be designed and made with the help of a 
microcontroller, which is more accurate, simpler to understand 
and easier to operate. In this paper, an accurate and easy-to-
use stop watch, which is designed and operated by a 
microcontroller, is presented. 

The model of the microcontroller used here is ATmega8535 
and the LCD screen is a 16 × 4 alpha-numeric character LCD 
display [1], [6]. Four push-to-on control switches and a power 
supply consisting of a 7805 regulator IC and two 1000 µF 
capacitors are also used.  

II. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 
The main parts of the software design and hardware 

implementation phase were to select the timing mode, to 
differentiate among different functions of a single interrupt, 
the timing itself, the de-bouncing effect and last but not the 
least, controlling the LCD display and displaying the timing 
onto it. A total of two timers and two interrupts were used in 
the stop watch. The usages are summarized as follows: 

 

A. Initialization and Timing Mode Selection 

First, the ports, timers and interrupts are set to their proper 
operating modes [9]. There are two timing modes, namely 
‘split timing’ and ‘lap timing’ [5]. In split timing mode, when 
the timing is split, the instance of splitting is shown and timing 
is continued. On the other hand, when the timing is lapped in 
the lap timing mode, the timing is restarted after showing the 
lapping instance. When the stop watch is switched ‘ON’, the 
user selects the timing mode. The timing cannot be started, 
until the mode is selected (by pressing either of PORT_C0 or 
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TABLE I 

SUMMARY OF THE INTERRUPTS AND TIMERS 

Interrupt / Timer Function 

Interrupt 0 To start and stop the timing 
Interrupt 1 To split, lap and reset the timing 
Timer 0 Used for de-bouncing 
Timer 1 The main timer 
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PORT_C1), as the timing selection is done by ‘polling 
method’, i.e. the micro-controller continues to search for 
input, until it is not given. No other inputs (e.g. start, stop etc.) 
are accepted either [7] – [8]. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Timing mode selection 
 

B. Start / Stop the Timing with Interrupt 0 
After mode selection, the stop watch is ready to be used for 

counting time. Interrupt 0 is used to both start and stop [1], 
[2], [9]. That is why, it is essential to check whether the stop 
watch is currently stopped (so that it will be started by 
Interrupt 0) or running (so that it will be stopped by the same). 
When the interrupt 0 is pressed for the first time, the timer is 
started. For pressing next time, it is stopped. The next time, 
timer is resumed and so on. 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 3 Interrupt 0 
 

C. Split / Lap / Reset the Timing with Interrupt 1 
Interrupt 1 is used to split or lap, if the timer is running; and 

to reset, if the timer is stopped. The checking of whether the 
timer is running or not is done by counting the number of 
instances the interrupt 0 is pressed. The check-points can be 

shown as follows: 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 4 Interrupt 1 
 

III. TIMING PRINCIPLE 
The timing is done by the timer 1 of the micro-controller 

[1], [2], [9]. It is set to ‘output compare mode’ and an output 
compare value is given so that when the timer reaches that 
value, a hundredth fraction of a second (i.e. 10 millisecond or 
1 degree) is passed. This value is based on the frequency of 
the timer. For selecting it properly, necessary calculation and 
calibration is done. Either the internal clock or an external 
oscillator can be used for timing. In this project, the internal 
clock of the microcontroller was used. When 1 degree is 
passed, the right digit of degree is increased by 1. If it 
becomes equal to 10, it is reset and the left digit of degree is 
increased by 1. Again, if the left digit of the degree reaches 10, 
both the digits of degree are reset and the right digit of second 
is increased by 1. Thus the timing continues. 

The timing is done in this way, since the LCD cannot print 
numbers unless they are treated as characters [1]. When the 
LCD prints a number, e.g. 58, it does not print the value 58; 
rather it prints the character ‘5’ and then the character ‘8’ 
(which ASCII value is 53 and 56 in decimal respectively).  

IV. OPERATION 
As discussed earlier, the number needed to be printed in the 

LCD is first separated into two digits, then the ASCII value of 
0 (i.e. 48) is added with the individual digits to convert them 
to a character. Then the digits are shown in the LCD [1]. 
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Fig. 5 The timing principle 
 

The bouncing effect is a common practical problem as far 
as switching is concerned. The interrupts fed to the 
microcontroller must be a single fine edge (in this paper, a 0 to 
1 transition) [9]. But practically, when a switch is pressed, 
some noise is produced and more than one successive and 
unwanted interrupts occur. To prevent this, the interrupt must 
be disabled just after the first interrupt. This is done by timer 
0, which is set to overflow mode [2], [9]. When an interrupt 
(either start/stop or split/lap/reset) occurs, the timer 0 starts 
timing and before finishing the timing (which is 
approximately half a second), all the interrupts are kept 
disabled. When timer 0 overflows, it triggers its internal 
interrupt, which task is to enable the interrupts again. Thus, for 
about half a second after a fine interrupt edge, unwanted 
interrupts are prevented from occurring. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6 De-bouncing 

V. DATA AND CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
The port A of the microcontroller is used for displaying the 
time on the LCD, which is operated in 8 bit mode. The 3 LSBs 
of port B is used to control the LCD, by sending the control 
words to it. Four push-to-on control switches are connected to 
the 2 LSBs of port C (used to get the mode selection input) 
and the interrupts. These switches are for the end users to use 
the stop watch. The power supply for the whole system is 
designed with a 7805 voltage regulator and two capacitors of 
1000 µF each as shown in figure 7 [10]. 

The microcontroller clock frequency is 2 MHz with a 
prescalar 8 [9]. The output compare value that is used for 
timer 1 to measure a hundredth fraction of a second is 1249. 
From the formula of microcontroller timer, the frequency of 
timing can be calculated as follows: 
 

 

 
 100 Hz 
 

So, the time period of the timer is 1/100 = 0.01 second (1 
degree). 

The circuit diagram of the whole system is as follows: 
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Fig. 7 Circuit diagram of the stop watch 
 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS 
The cost for this project is more or less like follows: 

 
 
In this paper, the model of the microcontroller is 

ATmega8535, which is a 40 pin IC [9]. But the number of 
pins used for the system is only 15. So, a smaller 
microcontroller can be used to optimize the solution. The 

timer here is run by the internal clock, which is made by 
resistors and capacitors. That is why; it might not be precise 
always. A better way to get the most accurate data may be 
using a crystal oscillator instead [9]. 

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
A few snapshots of the system and the stop watch are given 

here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TABLE II 
COST ANALYSIS 

Equipment Cost in BDT (local currency) Cost in USD 

Microcontroller 250 3.5 – 4 
LCD 400 5 – 6 
Switches 80 1 – 1.5 
Others 100 1 – 1.5 
Total 830 10 – 13 
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Fig. 8 Snapshot of the whole system 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 9 Split timing 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10 Lap timing 
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